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CCAPN Newsletter September
Lucky Star
Four homeless little kitties have been rehome with the effort of CatsZone member 
http://www.catszone.ngo.cn/bbs/dispbbs.asp?boardID=30&ID=15887&page=1
Welcome the Small Animals Protection Society of ZhangZhou to join the CCAPN
We are happy to hear that the Small Animals Protection Society of ZhangZhou joined the CCAPN last month. Established in January 1st, 2007, the Society committed themselves to rescue the strayed animals and spread the related knowledge of keeping pets in a scientific and responsible manner.
The society regularly printed colored leaflet for public to use, and organized joint publicity activities with renowned pet products suppliers to enhance people’s awareness of responsible ownership and reduce the abandoning of animals. We hope that there are no longer strayed animals in the streets; the city is full of harmony and warmth in every corner.
For more information, please visit their website：http://www.zzpet.net
Welcome the Skyworth to join the CCAPN
We are happy to hear that the Skyworth joined the CCAPN last month. Located in Huahong village outskirts of Kunming in Yunnan Province, there are more than 120 volunteers joined the Skyworth via Internet at the first month of establishing the website on December 2006. From now, the registered volunteers have reached 400.
The Skyworth have received more than 130 strayed dogs in the six months prior to the establishment of website, and they also publicize the philosophy of caring for lives in long term. We hope that there are more people will participate in the activities of protecting animals influenced by their faith and hard work. Their ultimate goal is there is no strayed animals’ home; all the animals will have their own family.
Their accession Message is: billion heart - pool hundreds of millions care into an animal's heart and unity all strength, which will be a strong and warm port for many cared animals. We hope that the Skyworth not only play their roles in Yunnan, but contribute our hundreds of millions of force to the whole world

Know more about them：http://www.ytcw.com
Welcome the Tianjin Protective Pet Association to join the CCAPN
We are happy to hear that the Tianjin Protective Association joined the CCAPN last month. With the ideas of "honor, passion, responsibility, love", the Tianjin Protective Association committed themselves to publicize the relevant laws, regulations and professional knowledge, and advocate to cherish the life of animals. They also help to enhance the overall quality of adopters through some scientific and technological knowledge and universal education activities, which establish a correct code of conduct of keep animals scientifically.

For more information please visit their website：http://www.tppa.org.cn
Having a comprehensive perspective in hoarding problem of of Ms Duo Zi Rong - unveil the alarming insider of Shanghai 840 cats incident
In Shanghai 840 cats rescuing incident, ‘Rescurer’ Ms Duo insisted to take all cats to her facility where there is no scientific management system in place. Not surprisingly，the majority of these cats died of a variety of reasons. The lack of adequate care and epidemic among cats were suspected to be the leading cause of death. Many other people who have participated in the 840 cats rescuing incident and helped her facility in long term began to have a more profound thought her ‘rescuring’. The main points of these people:
Her rescuer is very unscientific; it is hoarding which is harmful to the animal welfare (know more about hoarding please refer CCAPN material). It has more harm than good. It does not worth promoting and praising, instead, it should be opposed and stopped explicitly.
Lots of volunteers have witnessed or knew that Ms Duo Zi Rong received large donation for her hoarding facility through many channel, but they didn’t see these donation made any difference.  There is no accountant or audition system  for theire Fund-raising systems, they never release any finical report; some of those who oppose her suspects that she put the money into the business of their family. Therefore many start to question the initial motive of her rescuer into further. 
There are too much false information in her fund-raising’s propaganda and it is for full of building personal fame so that she can attract more donation from public. They did not help to delivery the message of scientifically animal protection and did not built a positive and healthy imagine of people work for animal protection.  
Such antagonistic sentiments of people have reached its peak in Ms Duo Zi Rong’s commercial activities on August 4. On that day, the volunteers who had participate the rescuer of 840 cats spontaneously gathered in the scene of her commercial activities and handed placards to protest against her, the slogans on their placards includes "it is disgraceful to kite depends on cats", "misery, suffering, when it is the end", "We want to free, save us", "crowded space, tragic death, are we only tools?", etc.
Learning first-hand materials, photographs, video, etc. of this protest. Please visit the link below.

The Shanghai volunteers who participated in 840 events established the topic BLOG to reveal the truth, including the photos and videos of terrible conditions of her hoarding facility and many netizens’ testimony and the focal problems they suspected.
The BLOG. Speaking for the 840 victims, : http://blog.sina.com.cn/speaktruth

The Netizens of Petsky carried out protest in Ms Duo Zi Rong’s comercial activities on August 4
Live video and photos:
http://www.petsky.com.cn/bbs/dispbbs.asp?boardid=34&ID=56901&replyID=56901
http://bbs.petsky.com.cn/dispbbs.asp?boardID=34&ID=56905&page=1

The media coverage of this protest
The fund-raising were protested in commercial activities on August 4:
The photos of professional press photographers:http://blog.sina.com.cn/u/4c477baf01000bdf

Youth Daily: Shanghai adoption event were suspected extorting money and had a conflict
http://news.qq.com/a/20070805/000080.htm

[Exclusive] the actions of rescuing cats continued: the Cat lover was suspected paranoia
http://sh.xmnext.com/shehui/2007/07/13/800308.html

Note: posted the mop (one of the most popular information portal in China) headlines to expose Duo Zi Rong’s hoarding problems 
http://dzh.mop.com/ 
A large number of pets are abandoned in migratory lands, the volunteers appeal to make a proper arrangements for it
“Puppy looked after the house a few years, you moved and abandoned it. How you have the heart to do it, it is also a life". On the morning of August 11, dozens of volunteers came to the North Court which was dismantling and publicized not to abandon their dogs when they moved.

The volunteers told reporters that there were dozens of abandoned dogs here not long ago, they began to publicize and had been ongoing for several weeks after they knew that. Because of their advice , rescue and the adoption, there are only a very small number of stray dogs.  "But we are worried about now after the removal of these villagers, they will still have people who abandon their dogs, we really hope that regulation could in place to stop the behavior of abandoning animals."
Click the address to know more of this story：http://news.qq.com/a/20070812/000895.htm
The civil advertisement of stopping eating cats and dogs appeared in busy bus stops light boxes of Shenzhen
Dealing with the welfare issues of the consumption of companion animals in the way of “rescuing cats from each truck” spending a lot of money and manpower is unreasonable and inefficient. After the Shanghai 840 event, more and more organizations and individuals are clearly aware of the major funds and energy should be used to the call for the stoping of eat dogs and cats. In August, ShenZhen Cats began to raise funds for buying advertising sport to promote the idea of stopping eating cats and dogs.
The advertising of stopping eating cats and dogs set up in bus stop for public welfare.

Please click the following addresses for newspaper’ cut:
http://www.szcat.org/club/viewthread.php?tid=88146&extra=page=2
http://www.szcat.org/club/viewthread.php?tid=88118&extra=page=2
Xingtai, Hebei, "the NO.1 village of killing dogs", which deprived of more than 2000 life per day
Click to the address belowed：http://news.cctv.com/society/20070827/100050.shtml
Puppies are killed cruelly in Chongqing Normal University
In the evening of August 8, an inhuman massacre has just been completed on the campus of Chongqing Normal University, the prestigious higher education institution.
Follow the orders of control rabies by school leaders, a few officers used batons to kill the strayed dog which defined as having infected by rabies, and threw it into the dustbin.

Frustration in doubt, since they are rabies, why not treat bodies for disinfection and deep processing, but free throw to the landfill? Puppies’ gross color cleansing, white, and also necked with traction rope, how could we to jump to conclusion and arbitrary killing? 

Please visit the following address for viewing pictures and more information：http://bbs.zol.com.cn/index20070811/index_261_46380.html

Thanks CCAPN volunteer, Ge Ying, for translating this newsletter


